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For 30 years now I have practiced medicine, and each and every one of my patients have 
taught me the importance of the healing arts. The time has come for change. My focus 
now has become reading, writing and lecturing about humanity, integrative medicine, 
spirituality and healing. 
 
I will continue to practice medicine on a consultative medicine basis. I find too many 
physicians who write about medicine have clearly never practiced it. This defines the 
importance of my continued need for my patients, probably more than they “need” me. 
MPM’s wonderful Physician Assistant Jessica Joslyn will continue to provide her 
exquisite services to all who have come to trust our practice.  
 
Effective October 1st 2017, I will no longer provide 30 minute or 15 minute follow-up 
visits as they always run later, and I cannot provide complete care for complicated cases 
in these brief time slots. 
 
For those of you who think of me as your “primary care”, please learn to think of MPM 
as your provider. In my travels across the country hopefully I will also find someone of a 
similar bent who can come work with us as well! SLO County certainly needs more first 
line physicians, especially those not vested in the pharmaceutical-first approach 
destroying the lives of so many. 
 
I will focus on the care and management of the complex patient as that is what I do best. 
Furthermore, I hope to see those with a vested interest in their own healing. Lifestyle 
and orthomolecular medicine practitioners require the bona fide interest of their 
patients in allowing us to catalyze your own healing responses. I have also found since 
my participation in the Paleo Thyroid Solution book that people across the country need 
assistance. Their investment in flying to visit provides a renewed vigor in listening to 
advice, and they value our services so very much that it does prove the adage “An 
Authority is someone with a particular interest who lives at least one hundred miles 
away”!! 
 
Beginning in the fall, my new patient visits will be 90 minutes, 2 hours for oncology 
patients, and follow-ups will be 60 minutes. For those of you who wish briefer and less 
costly follow-ups, we have Jessica available! Her diligent and artful care will continue 



the progress you have made, and of course she consults with me regarding the more 
difficult cases. 
 
I think that all of you who know me also know that this change is necessary as the last 
election proved that humanity is at a crossroads. My attention must turn towards the 
shepherding of awareness away from the fear of the “conservative” state.  
 
Throwing Sparks Alchemy (www.throwingsparksalchemy.com), created with Miranda, 
will provide a place to present our more controversial articles as well as lead to teaching 
opportunities to come. We both wish to serve our community and search for loving 
brainimaniacs who wish to also honor intelligence, freedom and humanity so necessary 
for any healing to occur. 
 
I love Middle Path Medicine and will return to writing functional medicine articles that 
focus more on the Western scientific approach to healing. We all hope that Middle Path 
Medicine can continue to serve as your primary source for integrative medicine 
knowledge! 
 
Your Journey to Health and Healing, 
Gary E Foresman MD 
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